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Abstract— Although planning techniques achieved a
significant progress during recent years, solving many
planning problem still difficult even for modern
planners. In this paper, we will adopt landmark concept
to hybrid planning setting - a method that combines
reasoning about procedural knowledge and causalities.
Landmarks are a well-known concept in the realm of
classical planning. Recently, they have been adapted to
hierarchical approaches. Such land marks can be
extracted in a pre-processing step from a declarat ive
hierarchical p lanning domain and problem description.
It was shown how this technique allows for a
considerable reduction of the search space by
eliminating futile plan develop ment options before the
actual planning. Therefore, we will present a new
approach to integrate landmark pre-processing
technique in the context of hierarchical planning with
landmark technique in the classical planning. This
integration allo ws to incorporate the ability of using
extracted land mark tasks fro m hierarchical do main
knowledge in the form of HTN and using landmark
literals fro m classical planning. To this end, we will
construct a transformation technique to transform the
hybrid planning domain into a classical domain model.
The methodologies in this paper have been
implemented successfully, and we will present some
experimental results that give evidence for the considerable performance increase gained through planning
system.

Index Terms— Landmarks, Planning, Hybrid Planning

I.

Introduction

The field of Art ificial Intelligence (AI) p lanning
provides a large variety of methods to construct plans
of actions and reason about plan elements and plans [1].
There are two popular paradig ms: classical state-based
planning [2] and Hierarchical task network (HTN) [3].
The objective of classical state-based planning is to
achieve a given set of goals. These goals are
represented as a set of positive and negative literals in
the propositional calculus. Also, the init ial state is
expressed as a set of literals. In classical state-based
planning, actions are expressed using what are known
as STRIPS operators [2]. Each action consists of two
parts. The first part is precondition that must be true
before the action can be executed. The second part is a
Copyright © 2013 MECS

set of effects that change the state of the world. Both
the preconditions and effects can be positive or
negative literals.
An HTN planning [3, 4] features another important
principle of intelligent planning, namely abstraction.
HTN p lanning is based on the concepts tasks and
methods "i.e. predefined standard solutions for these
tasks". Here, p lan generation is a top-down refinement
process that stepwise replaces abstract tasks by
appropriate (abstract) solution plans until an executable
action sequence is obtained. HTN p lanning is
particularly useful for solving real-world planning
problems since it p rovides the means to immediately
reflect and employ the abstraction hierarchies that are
inherent in many domains.
In classical state-based planning, the publications of
the graph plan algorith m [5] and the International
Planning Co mpetition(IPC) [6] provided a strong
development towards heuristic forward-search-based
planning [7, 8, 9, 10]. They exp loit knowledge that
gained by pre-processing a planning domain and/or
problem description to reduce planning effort.
The most popular pre-p rocessing concept in classical
state-based planning is the landmark. Land marks are
facts that must be true in every solution of a planning
problem. The land mark concept was inspired by
Porteous et al. [10] and further developed to extract
landmarks and orderings between them fro m a
planning graph of the relaxed planning problem [11,
12]. Other strands of research arranged landmarks into
groups of intermediate goals to be achieved [13] and
extended the landmark concept to so-called disjunctive
landmarks[14, 15]. A disjunctive landmark is a set of
literals any of wh ich has to be satisfied in the course of
a valid plan. A generalizat ion of land marks resulted in
the notion of so-called action land marks: actions that
occur in every solution of a planning problem [16, 17].
Recently, the landmark informat ion is used to compute
heuristic functions for a forward searching planner [16,
18] and investigate their relat ions to critical-path-,
relaxation, and abstraction-heuristics [19, 20, 21, 22].
In summary, it turned out that the use of landmark
informat ion can significantly improve the performance
of classical state-based planners.
Recently, pre-processing technique is used to
perform so me pruning of the search space before the
actual search is performed. Recently, There is only one
technique has been introduced which restrict the
domain and problem description of an HTN problem to
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a smaller subset, since some parts of the domain
description might be irrelevant for the given problem at
hand[23].
In hierarch ical p lanning, landmarks are mandatory
tasks either abstract or primit ive. For an init ial task
network that states a current planning problem, a
pre-processing procedure computes the corresponding
landmarks. It does so by systematically inspecting the
methods that are eligible to decompose the relevant
abstract tasks.
In this paper, a novel technique to integrate the con cepts of classical and hierarchical land mark [10, 23] is
presented. We will use this integration to explo it the
concept of landmark in hybrid planning [24].
The hybrid planning paradig m is particularly well
suited for solving real-world p lanning problems, as it
fuses ideas from classical planning with those of HTN
planning: many real-world problems are inherently
hierarchical and can more easily and adequately be en coded in the HTN planning paradig m. However, parts
of the domain might be non-hierarchical and could be
modeled more adequately in the classical state-based
paradigm. Hybrid planning fuses both, in that it allows
for the specification of an in itial task network and of
compound tasks as in HTN planning, but also enables
the arbitrary insertion of tasks to support open
preconditions as in classical planning. In addit ion,
hybrid planning extends HTN p lanning in the
following way:
• Tasks may be inserted into any task network without
the need of being introduced via deco mposition.
This allo ws to plan for partially hierarchical do main
models and makes hybrid planning decidable as
opposed to standard HTN planning [25]
• The compound tasks show pre- and post-conditions.
Hence, they can be inserted into task networks
thereby improving the search efficiency. The
performance increase results fro m the fact that the
decomposition method specify predefined standard
solutions for the compound tasks post-conditions.
• A goal description can be specified like in the
classical state-based planning.
Before introducing the concept of landmarks and
their ext raction in hybrid p lanning in Sec. 3, we will
briefly review hybrid p lanning in general and our
underlying framewo rk in Sec. 2. In sec. 4, experiments
on benchmark problems, wh ich g ive evidence for a
considerable performance increase gained through our
technique are presented. The paper ends with some
concluding remarks in Section 5.

II.

The Hybrid Planning Framework

Our approach relies on a hybrid planning framework
[24], which integrates the characteristic features of
partial-order-causal-link (POCL) and HT N techniques.
Copyright © 2013 MECS

POCL p lanning is a technique used for solving
classical state-based planning problems [26]. In POCL,
plans are partially ordered sets of actions and show
explicit ly causal dependencies between actions. This
allo ws for flexib ility w.r.t. the order in wh ich actions
are finally executed and enables a human user to
understand the causal structure of the plan.
An HTN p lanning allows for the specificat ion of
primitive tasks with preconditions and effects like in
pure classical state-based planning, as well as abstract
tasks which represent compound activities like
manufacturing goods, and predefined standard
solutions (decomposition methods) of these abstract
tasks.
Our framework builds upon the syntax and
semantics of the A DL language [27]. Accordingly, a
task schema t( ) =  prec(t( )), add(t( )), del(t( ))
specifies the preconditions and effects of a task via
conjunctions of positive and negative literals over the
task parameters  = 1 ,....,n ,where applicab ility and
state transformation of actions is defined as usual. In
the hybrid setting, both primitive and abstract tasks
show preconditions and effects, which enables the use
of POCL planning operations even on abstract levels.
In our framework, a task network or partial plan P =

 S,  , V, C L consists of a set of plan steps S, i.e.,
(partially) instantiated task schemata that carry a
unique label to differentiate between mu ltiple
occurrences of the same schema - partially ordered by
a set of ordering constraints <. V is a set of variable
constraints that represent (in-) equations between
variables or between variab les and constants. Tasks(P)
denotes the set of those task schema instances that are
obtained from plan steps S by substituting all task
parame ters with constants for wh ich a respective
equation holds in V. CL is a set of causal links, as they
are common in POCL planning: A causal link si , ,sj 
indicates that  is imp lied by the precondition of p lan
step sj as well as it is a consequence of the effects of
plan step s i . p and is said to be supported this way.
Methods m =  t(), P relate an abstract task t() to its
implementing partial p lan P. In general, mu ltiple
methods are provided for each abstract task. Please
also note that no application conditions are associated
with the methods, as opposed to other representatives
of HT N-style planning.
A hybrid planning problem has the structure  =  D,
Pinit , sinit , sgoal  . It is formu lated over a do main model D
=  T,M, i.e., sets of task schemata and decomposition
methods, an init ial and goal state description s init , sgoal ,
and an initial partial plan Pinit . Plan generation then
means to refine Pinit stepwise into a part ial plan P =  S,
, V, CL  that satisfies the following solution criteria:
1. P is a refinement of Pinit , i.e., it is a successor of the
init ial plan in the induced search space (see Def. 1
below),
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2. Each p recondition of a p lan step in S is supported
by a causal link in CL,
3. The ordering and variable constraints are consistent,
i.e.,  does not induce cycles on S and the (in-)
equations in V are free of contradiction,
4. None of the causal lin ks in CL is threatened, i.e.,
for each causal lin k si , ,sj  the ordering
constraints in  ensure that no plan step sk with an
effect that implies   can be consistently placed
between plan steps si and sj , and
5. All plan steps in S are primitive tasks.
Please note that we encode the in itial state
description via the effects of an artificial primit ive task,
as it is usually done in POCL planning. In doing so, the
second criterion guarantees that the solution is executable in the initial state.
An hybrid planning problem  induces a space of
plan refinements in wh ich the planning system
searches for a solution. Refinement steps include the
decomposition of abstract tasks by their methods, the
insertion of causal links to support open preconditions
of plan steps as well as the insertion of ordering and
variable constraints [28]. We call such a refinement
step a plan modification.
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detection function fFlawDet in line 2 calcu lates all flaws
of the current plan. A flaw is a plan co mponent that is
involved in the violation of a solution criterion. In
hybrid planning, the presence of an abstract task raises
a flaw that includes that task, a causal threat consists of
the causal lin k and the threatening plan step, and so on.
If no flaws can be found, the plan is a solution and returned (line 3). In line 4, all plan mod ifications are
calculated by the modification generating function
fModGen , which addresses all published flaws.
Afterwards, the modificat ion ordering function fModOrd
orders these modifications according to a given
strategy. The fringe is finally updated in two steps:
First, the plans resulting fro m applying the
modifications are calculated (line 5) and are put in
front of the fringe in line 6. Second, the plan ordering
function fP lanOrd orders the updated fringe according to
its strategy. This step can also be used in order to
discard plans (i.e., to delete plans permanently fro m the
fringe). This is useful fo r p lans that contain
unresolvable flaws like an inconsistent ordering of
tasks. If the fringe becomes empty, no solution exis ts
and fail is returned.

Definiti on 1 (Induced Search Space). The d irected
graph P =V , ℰ  with vertices V and edges ℰ is
called the induced search space of the planning
problem  iff (1) Pinit  V , (2) if there is a plan
modification refining P V into a plan P', then P'V
and (P,P')  ℰ , and (3) P is min imal such that (1) and
(2) hold. For P , we write P P instead of P V . In
general, P is neither acyclic nor finite.

This approach defines its search strategy in an
explicit manner as the combined result of the deployed
modification and plan ordering functions. E.g., in order
to perform a depth first search, the plan ordering
strategy is the identity function (fPlanOrd (p') = p' for any
sequence P'), whereas the modificat ion ordering
strategy fModOrd decides, which branches to visit first. In
this way, the p lan ordering strategy is used to prioritize
the plans; several strategies can be concatenated into
cascades. The plan ordering strategy uses also its input
sequence for tie-breaking: If two plans are invariant
after application of the plan ordering function, the
order given in the input is used. This set-up allows for
constructing a rich variety of planning strategies.

Our refinement planning algorith m (A lg. 1) takes the
init ial plan of the p lanning problem  as an input and
refines it stepwise until a solution is found.

III. Hybrid Landmark
As mentioned before in the text, classical land marks
are a set of facts, while hierarchical landmarks are a set
of tasks either abstract or primit ive. Obviously, we
believe that integrating both techniques could result in
an imp rovement of the p lanning process. In the
following lines, we will show how to integrate them.

The fringe of the algorithm is a p lan sequence P1 ...
Pn  ordered by the used search strategy. It contains all
non-visited plans that are direct successors of visited
non-solution plans. According to the used search
strategy, a plan Pi leads more quickly to a solution than
plans Pj for j > i. The current plan under consideration
is always the first plan of the fringe. The planning
algorith m loops as long as no solution is found and
there are still plans to refine (line 1). Hence, the flaw
Copyright © 2013 MECS

In our integration technique, we use the landmark
technique which re stricts the domain and proble m
description of an HTN to a smaller subset, since some
parts of the domain description might be irrele vant for
the given problem at hand [23].
For a g iven hierarchical p lanning problem  =  D,
sinit , Pinit  , landmarks are the tasks either primitive or
abstract that occur in every sequence of decomposition
leading from the initial plan Pinit to a solution plan.
Definiti on 2 (So lution Sequences). Let  V , ℰ  be
the induced search space of planning problem . Then,
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 23-33
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for any plan P  V , SolSeq (P) := {P1 ... Pn  |P1 = P,
(Pi , Pi + 1 )  ℰ for all 1  i < n, and Pn  Sol n for n =
l}.

Definiti on 3 (Land mark). A ground task t() is called a
landmark of planning problem , if and only if for
each P1 ,...,Pn  SolSeq n (Pinit ) there is an 1 i  n, such
that t() Ground (Si ,Vn ) for Pi = Si ,<i ,Vi ,CLi  and Pn
=Sn , <n ,Vn ,CLn .
Land mark ext raction algorith m (A lg. 2) starts by
constructing a task decomposition graph (TDG) for a
given planning problem . A TDG is a d irected
bipartite graph  VT, VM , E  with task vertices VT,
method vertices VM , and edges E. A TDG should
satisfies the following conditions:
1. t( )  VT for all t( ) 
<, V, CL ,

Ground(S,V), for Pinit = S,

2. if t( )  VT and if there is a method  t( ),  S,<, V,
CL M, then
(a)  t( ),S,<,V', CL  VM such that V'  V b inds all
variables in S to a constant and
(b) (t( ), (t( ), S,<,V ',CL )  E,
3. if  t( ),  S, <, V, CL  VM, then
(a) t'( ')  VT for all t'( ')  Ground (S, V) and
(b)  t( ), (S,<,V,CL ,t'( '))  E, and
4.  VT ,VM ,E is minimal such that (1), (2), and (3)
hold.
It is worth mentioning the TDG of a p lanning
problem  is always finite as there are only many
ground tasks. Note that, due to the uninformed
instantiation of unbound variables in a decomposition
step in criterion 2.(a), the T DG of a planning problem
becomes in general intractably large. We hence prune
parts of the TDG which can provably be ignored due to
a relaxed reachability analysis of primitive tasks.
The extracted land mark tasks are organized in a
table so-called landmark table. Its definition relies on a
task decomposition graph, which is a relaxed
representation of how the in itial plan of a planning
problem can be decomposed.
The landmark table is a data structure that represents
a (possibly pruned) T DG.
Definiti on 4 (Land mark Table). Let  VT ,VM , E be a
(possibly pruned) TDG of the planning problem . The
landmark table o f  is the set LT =
{ t( ),M(t( )),O(t( ))  | t( )  VT abstract ground task },
where M (t( )) and O(t ( )) are defined as follows:
M(t( )) := {t'( ')  VT | t'( ')  Ground(S, V) for all
 t( ), S, < ,V,CL  VM }
Copyright © 2013 MECS

O(t( )) := {Ground(S, V) \ M(t( )) |  t( ),
 S,< ,V,CL VM }
Each land mark table entry partitions the tasks
introduced by decompositions into two sets: mandatory
tasks M(t( )) are those ground tasks that are contained
in all plans introduced by some method wh ich
decomposes t( ); hence, they are local land marks of
t( ). The optional task set O(t( )) contains for each
method decomposing t( ) the set of ground tasks which
are not in the mandatory set; it is hence a set of sets of
tasks.
Note that the landmark table encodes a possibly
pruned T DG and is thus not unique. In fact, various
landmarks might only be detected after pruning. For
instance, suppose an abstract task has three available
methods, two of which have so me tasks in their
referenced plans in common. However, the plan
referenced by the third method is dis junctive to the
other two. Hence, the mandatory sets are empty. If the
third method can be p roven to be in feasible and is
hence pruned fro m the T DG, the mandatory set will
contain those tasks the plans referenced by the first two
methods have in common.
The land mark extract ion algorithm simp ly tests all
primitive tasks for relaxed reachability, starting with
the initial plan (the root of the TDG) and proceeding
level by level of the TDG. If a task can be proven
unreachable, the method introducing this task is pruned
fro m the TDG and all its sub-nodes (and so forth).
After all infeasible methods of an abstract task t have
been pruned from the TDG, this task, its intersection,
and the remaining tasks are stored into the landmark
table.
Now, we will take a look, how this is achieved by
our algorith m (Alg. 2): First, the land mark table and a
set for backward propagation get initialized (line 1).
Afterwards, each abstract task, which is not yet stored
into the land mark table is considered level by level of
the TDT (line 2 to 4). For the current abstract task at
hand, line 6 to 8 calcu late the intersection and the
remain ing tasks in the yet unpruned TDG ac cording to
"mondatory task set" and "remain ing task sets". In line
8, we subtract the empty set from O(t), because we are
only interested in the tasks, that are actually remaining;
if there are no remain ing tasks, O(t ) should be empty,
instead of containing an empty set. After the tasks
introduced by decomposition of t have been partitioned
into M (t) and O(t), these sets are analyzed for
infeasibility. This test is performed by a relaxed
reachability analysis. First, we study the primit ive tasks
of M(t) (line 9). If such a task can be proven to be
infeasible, all methods of t become obsolete and can
hence be pruned from the TDG (line 10 and 12). After
this test, each remain ing task set is tested for
reachability. If an infeasible task can be found, only
this specific method gets pruned from the TDG (line 13
to 17). If something was pruned, the loop (line 5 to 18)
enters another cycle, because the set M(t) might have
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 23-33
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grown. If no more pruning is possible, the intersection
and remain ing task sets for t are stored into the
landmark table in line 19. When storing an entry in line
20, it is checked whether the stored abstract task is
feasible or not (an abstract task is infeasible if it does
not have any methods left, i.e., if M (t) and O(t) are
empty). If some abstract task could actually be proven
infeasible, it is stored for backward propagation,
because again all methods containing this abstract task
can be pruned from the TDG and fro m the landmark
table. Finally, if all abstract tasks are checked, the
backward propagation procedure is called with the
current landmark table and TDG in line 22.
Procedure propagate 3 takes as input the already
filled landmark table, the possibly pruned TDG and a
set infeasible of abstract tasks which have been proved
infeasible due to no remaining meth ods in the TDG. It
works tail-recursively and returns the final landmark
table as soon as no propagation is possible (line 1). To
this end, it first takes and removes some arbitrary task
t' fro m the set infeasible. Because this abstract task was
proven infeasible, all methods containing it have to be
removed fro m the TDG. As a consequence of this
pruning, the intersection and remain ing task sets have
to be updated; additionally, further propagation can
now be possible. To calcu late the methods that can
possibly be pruned, all parent tasks of t' are identified
(line 3). Then, for all these parents (line 4), the
respective methods are removed in line 5. Because
methods were removed, the intersection and the
remain ing task sets could have changed again. Hence,
they are recalculated in line 6 to 8. Next, the the old
landmark table entry of the current parent t is removed
and replaced by the new one (line 9). In line 10, it is
tested again, whether the new landmark table entry
corresponds to an infeasible abstract task. If so, it is put
into the set infeasible for later testing. The procedure is
then called with the modified parameters in line 1.
Without a formal proof, we want to mention that
algorith m 2 (i.e., the in itial land mark table calcu lation
as well as the backward propagation) always
terminates. For the first part of the algorith m, this is
easy to see because both loop conditions (line 2 and 3)
cannot be modified within the loops. For the second
part, i.e., the propagate procedure, we have to show
that the set infeasible beco mes empty eventually. This
is the case because each task gets inserted at most once
and will be removed at some point.
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classical planning problem and classical do main
model.

A. DOMAIN TRANSFORMATION
An HTN p lanning domain will be translated into a
classical planning domain as follows:
 By building a T DG.
 By translating each occurrence of an abstract task as
described in the following paragraph; and translating
each occurrence of a primit ive task as described in
the paragraph after next.

On the other hand, in order to extract classical
landmarks (set of facts) fro m the same domain model
and hybrid planning problem , we should transform
the respective hierarchical do main into a classical
domain model and transforms the given hybrid
planning problem  into a relaxed classical planning
problem '= D', , sinit , sgoal , where do main model
D =  T, M translated into D' =  T,  . The next section
explains how to transform a hybrid planning problem
and a respective hierarchical domain model into a
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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Translating occurrences of abstract tasks. Each
occurrence of an abstract task t(') will be t ranslated
into a new STRIP-style operator t new (') as follows:

A hybrid planning problem =  D,Pinit , sinit ,s goal  is
transformed into a new STRIPS -style planning
problem '= D', , s'init ,s'goal as follows:

 The execution of an abstract task t(') is co mpleted if
one of its decomposition methods is achieved. The
later one is achieved if and only if all its sub-tasks
(i.e., t 1 , t2 , ... ,t k) are performed. Therefo re, we will
construct a new task instead of a decomposition
method to ensure the execution of the respective
method. The name of this new task has the form
TaskRef-new-MethodName. The preconditions of
this
task are all the artificial literals
t 1 -solved,t2 -solved,...., tk-solved of sub-tasks in the
respective method. In case of these sub-tasks are
ordered together such as t1  t2 and t 2 < t3 , then the
precondition of a new task has only the effect and
artificial literal of the last task in the order
constraints (i.e., effect(t 3 ) and t3 -solved) because the
comple tion of other sub-tasks is considered by the
translation of the order constraints as we will see
later in this section.

 A new do main model has the structure D' =  T', ,
where all tasks T and methods M in the orig inal
domain model are translated into STRIPS -style
operator T' using our transformation technique.

 A new task has only a single add effect
TaskRef-achieved which indicates that the execution
of task which created instead of method is comp leted.
Note that in case of there is a number of
decomposition methods can decompose the same
abstract task, then a nu mber o f new tasks are created
based on the number of decomposition methods. All
of these tasks have the same effect (i.e.,TaskRefachieved).
 So, the precondition of a tnew(') is the artificial effect
of the task TaskRef-new-MethodName and its effect
is TaskName-solved.

Translating occurrences of pri miti ve tasks. Each
occurrence of a primitive task t( ')is transformed as
follows:
 A new task tnew(') is created without any change in
its preconditions.
 It’s effect will be extended by adding a new literal
t new-solved to the original effect.
The ordering constraints between instances of
sub-tasks is translated by adding additional
preconditions. For examp le, the ordering constraints
between sub-tasks (t1 < t2 ) is exp ressed by adding the
literal t1-new-solved to the preconditions of sub-task t 2 . If
sub-task t2 is abstract task, the literal t1-new-solved will
be added to every sub-task that is generated from the
decomposition of t2 .
In order to ensure the new tasks either primitive or
abstract are used at most once in any solution, we add a
literal tnew-achieved to the task precondition.

Copyright © 2013 MECS

 All tasks in the in itial plan Pinit is translated by
adding a new task, the so-called t-solve to the
domain model D'. The preconditions of t-solve is the
effect of all root tasks in a T DG and its effect is a new
literal, namely t-solve-achieved. This means, the
new task t-solve assures the complete execution of
all tasks in the initial partial plan Pinit .
 The original goal state sgoal is extended by adding the
literal t-solve-achieved (i.e., s' goal = sgoal U
t-solve-achieved).
 The new in itial state s'init is represented by the
original in itial state sinit , and it is extended by the
negative facts for all tasks in the new domain model
D' and  t-solve-achieved i.e., s'init = {sinit Ս
{tnew-achieved |t  T' and t new-achieved sinit } Ս
{ t-solve-achieved }}.
So, the integration between classical and hierarchical
landmark techniques will proceed in three steps as
follows:
1. By applying land mark algorith m [11] on the new
planning problem ' and translated domain model
D', the landmark algorithm p roceeds in three steps.
First, the relaxed planning graph(RBG) (i.e., the
planning task is relaxed by ignoring all delete
effects.) is built. This will be done by applying
chaining forward fro m the initial state s'init in the
planning problem n' until all goal literals in s'goal are
achieved. Because the delete effects are ignored,
the RBG does not include any mutex relations [8].
Second, the set of classical land marks is extracted
by applying candidate generation procedure. Third,
the extracted landmarks are evaluated by applying
filtering procedure to remove landmarks which fail
the test. we extended this filtering algorith m to
remove also the artificial literals out of the
extracted landmarks.
2. It is not hard to extract the actions A that can
possibly achieve these landmarks (i.e., A = {a|a e T',
landmark l  eff(a)}).
3. On the other hand, landmark table includes the
landmark tasks that are produced fro m the original
planning problem and domain model.
We use the set of action which extracted fro m
classical land mark "in step 2" to refine the landmark
table. To this end, we co mpared the primit ive tasks
which exist in the optional sets in the landmark table
and remove all optional sets which have primit ive tasks
does not exist in the action set A.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 23-33
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t3

Name : t3 - new
Pre: pre(t3 )
Eff: eff (t3 ) U t3 - solved

M3

Name : T2 - new - M3
Pre : eff (t7 - new)
Eff: T 2 - achieved

t6

Name : t6 - new
Pre: pre(t6 )
Eff: eff(t6 ) U t6 - solved

t7

Name : t 7 - new
Pre : pre(t7 ) U eff (t6 - new)
Eff: eff (t7 ) U t7 - solved

T4

Name : T4 - new
Pre : T 4 - achieved
Eff: T 4 - solved

T5

Name : T5 - new
Pre : T 5 - achieved
Eff: T 5 - solved

M4

Name : T4 - new - M4
Pre : eff (t9 - new)
Eff: T 4 - achieved

t8

Name : t8 - new
Pre: pre(t8 )
Eff: eff(t8 ) U t8 - solved

t9

Name : t 9 - new
Pre : pre(t9 ) U eff (t8 - new)
Eff: eff(t9 ) U t9 - solved

M5

Name : T5 - new - M5
Pre : eff (t10 - new) U eff (t11 -new)
Eff: T 5 - achieved

t 10

Name : t10 - new
Pre: pre(t10)
Eff: ef f (t10 ) U t 10 - solved

t 11

Name : t11 - new
Pre: pre(t11)
Eff: ef f (t11 ) U t11 - solved

Fig. 1: Artificial Example

Example. In order to illustrate our transformation
technique, let us consider a simp le artificial example in
Figure 1. Note that the abstract and primitive tasks are
represented by capital and small letters respectively.
The oval shape represents decomposition methods and
< represents ordering constraints between sub-tasks.
Assume that the abstract task T1 can be decomposed by
two methods M1 and M2 . As depicted in table 1, these
methods will be converted to new tasks so-called
T1 -new-M1 and T1 -new-M 2 . They have the same effect
T1 -achieved but with different preconditions. These
preconditions confirm the execution of the sub-tasks in
the respective decomposition method. Therefore, the
precondition of the first new task T1 -new-M1 is effect
of primit ive sub-task t 3 and the artificial effect
T2 -solved of abstract task T2 . On the other hand, the
decomposition method M 3 will be translated to task
T2 -new-M 3 with precondition eff (t 7 ) and its effect is
T2 -achieved. This is because task t6 is ordered before t7
then in our transformation technique the effect of task
t6 is added to the precondition of task t7 . This means
that the task t7 cannot performed before task t6 is
completed firstly.

IV. Evaluati on
In order to quantify the practical performance gained
by our approach, we conducted a series of experiments
with our planning framework. The experiments were
run on a machine with a 3 GHz CPU and 256 MB
Heap memo ry for the Java VM. Note that this mach ine
has only one single processor unit.
T able 1: T he result of transforming t he artificial example from
hierarchical to classical domain
O riginal tasks
And me thods
T1

M1

T2

Translated Tasks
Name : T1 - new
Pre : T 1 - achieved
Eff: T 1 - solved
Name : T1 - new - M1
Pre : eff (t 3 - new)
T2 - solved
Eff: T 1 - achieved
Name : T2 - new
Pre : T 2 - achieved
Eff: T 2 - solved

Copyright © 2013 MECS

We evaluated the performance of our integration
technique (HybridLM) along two dimensions: we
compared the time needed to find a solution in
comparison to conventional hierarchical planning (HP)
and hierarchical land mark ( HLM)[6]. The planning
strategies we used are representatives fro m the rich
portfolio provided by our planning environ ment [28].
We briefly rev iew the ones on which we based our experiments.
Modification selection functions determine the shape
of the fringe, because they decide about the (priority of
the) newly added plan refinements. We thereby
distinguish selection princip les that are based on a
priorization of certain flaw or modificat ion classes and
strategies that opportunistically choose fro m the
presented set. The latter ones are called flexible
strategies.
As for the flexib le mod ification selections, we
included the well-established Least Committing First
(lef) paradigm, a generalizat ion of POCL strategies that
selects those modifications that address flaws for
which the smallest number of alternative solutions has
been proposed. Fro m prev ious work on planning
strategy development we deployed two HotSpot-based
strategies: HotSpots denote those components in a p lan
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 23-33
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that are referred to by mult iple flaws, thereby quantifying to wh ich extent solving one deficiency may
interfere with the solution options for coupled
components. The Direct Uniform HotSpot (du) strategy
consequently avoids those modifications which address
flaws that refer to HotSpot plan components. As a
generalization of singular HotSpots to commonly
affected areas of plan co mponents, the HotZone (hz)
modification selection takes into account connections
between HotSpot and tries to avoid selecting
modifications that deal with these clusters.

tailored to the applicat ion of our integration in any
way.
T able 2: Results for the UM-T ranslog domain

Plan selection functions control the traversal through
the refinement space that is provided by the
modification selection functions. The strategies in our
experimental evaluation were based on the following
five co mponents: The least commit ment principle on
the plan selection level is represented in two d ifferent
ways, namely the Fewer Modifications First (fmf)
strategy, which p refers p lans for which a s maller
number of refinement options has been announced, and
the Less Constrained Plan (Icp) strategy, which is
based on the ratio of plan steps to the number of
constraints on the plan.
The HotSpot concept can be lifted on the plan
selection level: The Fewer HotZone (fhz) strategy
prefers plans with fewer Hot-Zone clusters. The
rationale for this search princip le is to focus on plans in
which the deficiencies are more closely related and that
are hence candidates for an early decision concerning
the compatibility of the refinement options. The fourth
strategy operates on the HotSpot principle
implemented on plan modificat ions: the Fewer
Modification-based
HotSpots
(fmh)
function
summarizes for all refinement-operators that are
proposed for a plan the HotSpot values of the
corresponding flaws. It then prefers those plans for
which the rat io of plan mod ifications to accumulated
HotSpot values is less. By doing so, this search schema
focuses on plans that are expected to have less
interfering refinement options.
Finally, For the strategies SHOP and UMCP, we
used plan and modification selection functions that
induce the search strategies of these planning systems:
in the UM CP system [3], plans are primarily developed
into comp letely primit ive plans in wh ich causal
interactions are dealt with afterwards. The SHOP
strategy [29] prefers task expansion for the abstract
tasks in the order in which they are to be executed.
It is furthermore important to mention, that our
strategy functions can be combined into selection
cascades (denoted by the symbol +) in wh ich
succeeding components decide on those cases for
which the result of the preceding ones is a tie. We have
built five co mbinations fro m the components above,
which can be regarded as representatives for
completely different approaches to plan development.
Please note that the resulting strategies are general
domain-independent planning strategies, which are not
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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T able 3: Results for the Satellite domain. T he description x -y-z
stands for a Satellite problem with x observations, y satellites, and z
mode
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SmartPhone is a rather large domain with a deep
decomposition hierarchy, containing 50 co mplex and
87 primitive tasks and 94 methods.
T able 4: WoodWorking domain: the problems define variations of
parts to be processed

A. Benchmark Problem Set
We chose several planning domains for our
experiments to ensure that the proposed approach is
generally applicable. In part icular, we used domains
well known fro m the IPC p lus domains fro m an
ongoing research project. Satellite is a planning domain
fro m the IPC for non-hierarchical p lanning. The
hierarchical encoding of this domain re gards the
original primitive operators as imp lementations of
abstract observation tasks. The Satellite domain model
consists of 3 abstract and 5 primit ive tasks, and
includes 8 methods. Woodworking, also originally
defined in the IPC's non-hierarchical manner, specifies
in 13 primit ive tasks, 6 abstract tasks, and 14 methods
the processing of raw wood into smooth and varnished
product parts. UM-Translog is a hierarchical planning
domain that supports transportation and logistics. It
shows 21 abstract and 48 primitive tasks as well as 51
meth ods. In addit ion to that, we also employed the
so-called SmartPhone domain, a new h ierarch ical
planning domain that is concerned with the operation
of a s mart phone by a human user, e.g., sending mes sages and creating contacts or appointments.
Copyright © 2013 MECS

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the runtime needed to
solve the problem of our benchmark set for solving the
original p lanning problem, and solving the problem for
the reduced domain by hierarchical land mark [23] as
well as solving the problem for the hybrid land mark.
Note that we are not interested in comparing the effect
of the domain reduction technique. We want to
evaluate the search guidance power of our hybrid
landmark and to show that their positive impact on
planning performance is affected by our integration.
The time denotes the total running time of the
planning system in seconds, including the
pre-processing phase. Dashes indicate that the plan
generation process did not find a solution within the
allo wed maximu m time 9,000 seconds and has
therefore been canceled. The column HP refers to the
reference system behavior, the HLM to the version that
performs a pre-processing phase and the Hybrid LM to
the version that performs a co mbination between
classical landmark and hierarchical landmark.

I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 23-33
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T able 5: SmartPhone domain: assisting the user in managing
different daily-life tasks

In general, the average performance improvement of
hybrid land mark is about 55% in co mparison with
hierarchical landmark.

V.

Conclusion

We have presented an effective hybrid land mark
technique for hybrid planning. It integrates the classical
landmark technique with the landmark in the context of
hierarchical p lanning which analy ze the planning
problem by pre-p rocessing the underlying domain and
prunes those regions of the search space where a
solution cannot be found. Our experiments on a
number of representative hybrid planning domains and
problems give reliab le evidence for the practical
relevance of our approach. The performance gain went
up to about 55% fo r prob lems with a deep hierarchy of
tasks.
Our
technique
is
domain
and
strategy-independent and can help any hybrid planner
to improve its performance.
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